
Subject: Version history for HAM_SECRETARY 
Posted by admin on Fri, 20 Mar 2015 10:50:01 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Full version history for HAM_SECRETARY I describe  on this page 
http://sp9auv.com/EN/index.html?downloading_program.php

Bellow I descibed two last version
HAM_SECRETARY version 3.3.4 at  16.03.2015  year
In this release was do the following changes:

•  Due to the overall changes in the server HAM_QTH.COM  I do completely new  module . dll 
for  the service and retrieve data from this server.
•  Some components in the program were replaced with new components  more safer.
•  Since it was found that some users are not able to properly create a shortcut on 
our desktop - despite the the message that created the shortcut incorrectly - by writing me an
e-mail. 
Now the message has been has been improved and includes a link after clicking on it, 
the user is directed to a website describing how to properly create a shortcut that 
is on the page. 
http:// sp9auv.com/EN/index.html?create_shortcut_to_theprogram_on_yo ur_desktop.php
More "simple rule of thumb" It could not be. 
• In a .chm help system was also added chapter
Create_shortcut_to_theprogram_on_your_desktop.php

HAM_SECRETARY version 3.3,3 at  22.09.2014  year
In this release was do the following changes:
1. Improved co-operation with the user interface when creating a new pattern. 
Added sentence  that user  can not use the Delete or Backspace button  to 
erase type ADIF fields. Also  on screen is present sentence reminding about using 
buttons NextField or PreviousField to check the integrity of the pattern
2. Now when moving the sheet to inside area allowed to print a record with this 
moving value is save immediately after moving in a  tab NO. 2, and not as previously 
after printing on printer .
3.In the previous version if you  selected sort order to  print station by 
the callsign , was not filled table  (in the bookmark No. 3) ,  
callsign's   for the card sent DIRECT. Currently removed this error.
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